General rules of the race:
1) Each participant can start from any place in Berlin at any time.
2) The participant can freely choose their own route.
3) In each café, one must get a stamp or signature of the barista,
confirming the visit.
4) In one, freely chosen café, the participant must buy a coffee
and drink it on site (except for espresso and cortado).
5) The race ends at 4.00 p.m. in The Barn Roastery - Schönhauser
Allee 8. Until that moment, we will accept cards with signatures
collected during the race. After that time, we will no longer
accept entries!
6) The prize draw will take place during a live broadcast on
Instagram of @coffee_race_europe at 5.00 p.m.
Prizes can be collected in person, within one week, during opening
hours of the café.
The event is organized for adults.

We wish to offer everyone equal chance to win a prize. We will
not measure time and we know that it will not be an easy task to
visit all the cafés. That considered, we have decided to award the
following number of points:
1) for 6 cafés visited, the participant receives 1 point,
2) for 10 cafés – 2 points,
3) for all participating cafés – 3 points.
An additional 1 point can be received for marking all the visited
cafés on Instagram (stories) – at least 6 cafés (6 Stories from 6 different locations / Tag: the Cafe you visited and @coffee_rece_europe).
The number of points corresponds to the number of tickets,
which increase the chance to win a prize.
Note: one participant can win no more than two prizes!
Note2: If tickets are completed by you in a manner which does
not allow to decipher the winner during the prize draw, they
shall not be considered and shall be rejected.
So write in CAPITAL LETTERS.

For those who visit all the Cafés from our list, we will have one more prize drawing with the Comandante Grinder
and Comandante accessories. If you still hesitate about what to do, we will tell yo that main prize is
Comandante C40 MK4 Nitro Blade “Sunset”.

1. THE BARN Café - Neue Schönhauser Str. 12 | 2. KAWA KAFFEEMANUFAKTUR - Drontheimer Str. 1B
3. Story Coffee Roasters - Kollwitzstraße 37 | 4. 19grams - Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 13
5. THE BARN Café - Potsdamer Str. 5 | 6. Isla coffee - Hermannstraße 37 | 7. Populus Coffee - Maybachufer 20
8. THE BARN Roastery - Schönhauser Allee 8 | 9. Café Três - Adalbertstraße 91 | 10. Chapter One Coffee - Mittenwalder Str. 30
11. Röststätte - Ackerstraße 173 | 12. Camon Coffee - Sonnenallee 27 | 13. 19grams Schlesi - Schlesische Str. 38,
14. NOTHAFT CAFE - Schönhauser Allee 43A | 15. Geschwister Nothaft Café - Schwarzastraße 9
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